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Introduction 

This study compares the genetics of 
mummichogs (Fig. 1) from two sites in 
Downeast Maine: Camp Stream, an unpolluted 
tributary of the Bagaduce River, and Goose 
Cove, an EPA Superfund estuary roughly 20 
km from Camp Stream. Goose Cove’s toxic 
levels of copper and zinc result from previous 
open-pit  mining operations.  

We compare allelic variation at eight 
microsatellite loci to analyze gene flow among 
Camp Stream, Goose Cove, and two 
additional sites (Fig. 2). Microsatellite analysis 
may determine if Goose Cove experienced a 
bottleneck due to colonization after reflooding 
of the open-pit mine/estuary in 1972. 

Our study also examines unique amino-acid 
substitutions in the major histocompatibility 
complex (MHC). Cohen (2002) found that 
mummichogs from a PCB-polluted site exhibit 
significantly higher amino-acid substitution 
rates in their MHC class II molecules when 
compared to a nearby unpolluted site. Our 
research investigates the following: 
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Figure 1. Common mummichog Fundulus heteroclitus 

Conclusions 
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   Are mummichogs in Goose Cove 
 genetically isolated from nearby 

populations?  

   Do mummichogs in Goose Cove 
have unique MHC II genotypes in 
response to high metal exposures? 

Sacrificed in 2009, mummichogs from Goose 
Cove (GC) and Camp Stream (CS) yielded 
two types of genetic data from individual fish: 
microsatellite genotypes and MHC class II 
sequences. 

Microsatellite loci were amplified using 
primers from Adams et al. (2005).  Data from 
GC and CS were compared to two additional 
sites, Northeast Creek from Mount Desert 
Island, Maine and a site from the vicinity of 
Jonesport, Maine (Fig. 2) (Lowery 2009).  

The MHC class II locus was amplified using 
primers from Cohen (2002).  MHC sequences 
from individual fish collected at GC (N=12) 
and CS (N=10) were cloned and subsequently 
sequenced to determine the level of coding 
sequence diversity between the two sites. This 
diversity could change the amino-acid 
sequence coding for the inferred antigen-
binding region of the MHC molecule. 

Figure 2.   Location of collection sites along the Maine coast.  One site was sampled for this study: 
Camp Stream (CS).  Goose Cove (GC) was sampled by Wray (unpublished data); Northeast Creek 
(NEC) and Jonesport (JP) were sampled by Lowery (2009).  FST values are reported for between-
site comparisons and were calculated using FSTAT (Goudet, 2002). 

An FST  value represents the amount of variability of the total population embedded in the sub-
population. If FST < 0.2, gene flow occurs, and there is similarity among the subpopulations. 
Although the general FST values between sites suggest that extensive gene flow occurs, the FST 
value between GC and CS is the highest among adjacent sites (Fig. 2). Levels of genetic diversity 
among microsatellite loci are similar between GC and CS. 

In contrast to Cohen’s (2002) work with mummichogs at a PCB-contaminated (superfund) site, this 
study did not identify significantly elevated mutation rates within the alpha helix of the MHC 
molecule (Figs. 3, 4) in fish from a site contaminated with heavy metals.  The ratio of unique 
substitutions was not significantly different between GC (metal contaminated) and CS (unpolluted), 
based upon the results of a G-test with William’s correction (G = 2.56, df = 3, P = 0.46).   

Figure 4.   The distribution of population-specific amino acid 
changes per allele for fish from Goose Cove and Camp 
Stream.  Changes are grouped on the x-axis according to 
their structural location in the MHC molecule.  

 The microsatellite results suggest 
considerable gene flow between sites, with 
relatively low FST values between adjacent sites 
(Fig. 2). The relatively higher FST values between 
CS and GC show that there may be some 
restrictions to gene flow between the polluted and 
unpolluted localities.  The similar levels of 
microsatellite diversity in CS and GC indicate that 
the fish in GC have not undergone a bottleneck 
since or due to recolonization of the estuary after 
mining operations ceased. The results of our 
MHC analysis suggest that the mummichog 
population from GC is not responding to metal 
contamination in the same way that Cohen 
(2002) identified conspecifics adapting to heavy 
PCB-pollution.   

Possible reasons for the lack of unique 
mutations observed in the alpha helix section 
of the MHC molecule include the following: 

Figure 3.   An illustration of the 
MHC Class II molecule depicting 
the two domains (alpha 1 and 
beta 1) forming the inferred 
antigen-binding site/peptide 
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   Metal contamination in GC is less 
detrimental to mummichogs than the PCB-
contamination observed by Cohen (2002).  
   Extensive gene flow between GC and the 
surrounding area has diluted the adaptive 
response of fish to this environmental 
stressor. 
   GC fish may be responding to the 
environmental toxin at this site, but at different 
parts of the MHC locus or in other 
physiological ways. 

Through FST microsatellite values, this 
study shows that GC is not genetically 
isolated from other nearby populations of 
mummichogs and that GC fish have not 
experienced a bottleneck effect. However, 
further experimentation is needed to 
determine whether mummichogs are 
responding to the metal toxicity in GC. 
Based on Cohen (2002), direct study of 
physiology or parasitism of these fish may 
reveal phenotypic differences that  cannot 
be determined by genetic study alone. 
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